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ABSTRACT
We present 81 near-infrared (NIR) spectra of 30 Type II supernovae (SNe II) from the Carnegie
Supernova Project-II (CSP-II), the largest such dataset published to date. We identify a number of
NIR features and characterize their evolution over time. The NIR spectroscopic properties of SNe II
fall into two distinct groups. This classification is first based on the strength of the He I λ1.083µm
absorption during the plateau phase; SNe II are either significantly above (spectroscopically strong)
or below 50 Å (spectroscopically weak) in pseudo equivalent width. However between the two groups,
other properties, such as the timing of CO formation and the presence of Sr II, are also observed. Most
surprisingly, the distinct weak and strong NIR spectroscopic classes correspond to SNe II with slow and
fast declining light curves, respectively. These two photometric groups match the modern nomenclature
of SNe IIP and IIL. Including NIR spectra previously published, 18 out of 19 SNe II follow this slow
declining-spectroscopically weak and fast declining-spectroscopically strong correspondence. This is
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in apparent contradiction to the recent findings in the optical that slow and fast decliners show a
continuous distribution of properties. The weak SNe II show a high-velocity component of helium that
may be caused by a thermal excitation from a reverse-shock created by the outer ejecta interacting
with the red supergiant wind, but the origin of the observed dichotomy is not understood. Further
studies are crucial in determining whether the apparent differences in the NIR are due to distinct
physical processes or a gap in the current data set.
Keywords: supernova, near-infrared, spectroscopy
1. INTRODUCTION
Type II supernovae (SNe II) are classified by the pres-
ence of Balmer-series hydrogen lines in their optical
spectra (Minkowski 1941). They are believed to result
from the explosion of massive stars (> 8M) that have
retained a significant portion of their hydrogen envelope.
Pre-explosion images of SN II locations suggest that the
majority of SNe II are the result of red supergiant (RSG)
explosions (e.g. Smartt et al. 2004; Maund et al. 2005;
Smartt 2009, 2015; Van Dyk 2017; Van Dyk et al. 2019).
Historically, SNe II have been divided into subclasses
based on the shape of their light curves (Barbon et
al. 1979). In this work the more modern nomencla-
ture for SNe II photometric classifications is used, with
SNe exhibiting fast declining light curves classified as
SNe IIL, and those with slow declining light curves clas-
sified as SNe IIP. The majority of SN II V -band light
curves evolve with an initial rise to maximum followed
by a steep decline before settling onto a more gentle
decline, commonly referred to as the plateau. During
this plateau phase, hydrogen recombination drives the
light curve until a sharp decline onto the radioactive
tail (Woosley, & Iben 1987). One photometric and two
spectroscopic classes were added within the SN II pop-
ulation: SNe IIb, SNe IIn, and SN 1987A-like, respec-
tively (Arnett et al. 1989; Schlegel 1990; Filippenko et al.
1993). For the remainder of this paper, we will use the
SNe II designation to refer to the collection of SNe that
previously have been classified as SNe IIL or SNe IIP as
the other previously mentioned sub-types (IIb, IIn, and
SN 1987A-like) are not included in the data analyzed.
It has been suggested that fast-declining SNe II have
a smaller amount of hydrogen in their envelopes than
slow-declining SNe II (Popov 1993; Faran et al. 2014;
Gutiérrez et al. 2014; Moriya et al. 2016). However, it is
still not known whether there are progenitor differences
of explosion scenarios that separate the slow and fast
declining SNe II into two distinct groups (Barbon et al.
1979; Patat et al. 1993). Furthermore, recent publica-
tions have shown that there is no discrete photometric
separation between these SNe (e.g. Anderson et al. 2014;
Sanders et al. 2015; Valenti et al. 2016; Galbany et al.
2016; Pessi et al. 2019); although see Arcavi et al. (2012)
for a possible separation.
The amount of SN II optical data obtained has greatly
increased in the past decade with the focus turning to-
wards larger samples to examine their spectroscopic and
photometric diversity (Anderson et al. 2014; Faran et al.
2014; Gutiérrez et al. 2014; Valenti et al. 2016; Galbany
et al. 2016; Rubin, & Gal-Yam 2016; Gutiérrez et al.
2017a,b; Faran et al. 2018). Large photometric studies
have defined parameters useful for characterizing the di-
versity of SN II optical light curves. They found that
brighter SNe II decline more quickly at every phase, have
shorter plateau phases, and higher 56Ni masses. This is
significant because it further supports that faster de-
clining SNe II are the result of explosions with lower
hydrogen envelope masses, which causes their shorter
plateau duration. Gutiérrez et al. (2017a), using optical
spectra, found that SNe II span a continuous range in
equivalent widths and velocities.
SNe II in the NIR have yet to be explored in detail.
However, there are well-known advantages to observ-
ing spectroscopically in the NIR, namely, the variety of
strong lines present, less line blending when compared
to the optical, and a lower optical depth revealing the
core at earlier times (Meikle et al. 1993). Furthermore,
at late times, carbon monoxide (CO) is sometimes ob-
served (Spyromilio et al. 1988, 2001; Rho et al. 2018).
Spectroscopically, the most well-studied SN II in the
NIR is SN 1987A (Bouchet et al. 1987; Oliva et al. 1987;
Catchpole et al. 1988; Elias et al. 1988; Rank et al. 1988;
Whitelock et al. 1988; Catchpole et al. 1989; Meikle et
al. 1989; Sharp, & Hoeflich 1990; Bouchet et al. 1991;
Danziger et al. 1991; Meikle et al. 1991, 1993) with over
30 NIR spectra of SN 1987A available. SN 1987A ex-
ploded in the Large Magellanic Cloud, which allowed for
extensive spectroscopic and photometric coverage still
being obtained today. SN 1987A was a peculiar SN II,
that most likely originated from a blue supergiant pro-
genitor (Podsiadlowski 1992). This peculiarity led to the
definition of an additional SN II subclass, SN 1987A-like,
which are SNe that have long rising light curves.
Most previously published SNe II NIR spectra are of a
single SN across a small number of epochs (Benetti et al.
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2001; Hamuy et al. 2001; Elmhamdi et al. 2003; Pozzo
et al. 2006; Pastorello et al. 2009; Maguire et al. 2010;
Fraser et al. 2011; Tomasella et al. 2013; Morokuma et
al. 2014; Dall’Ora et al. 2014; Jerkstrand et al. 2014;
Takáts et al. 2014, 2015; Valenti et al. 2015, 2016; Rho
et al. 2018; Bostroem et al. 2019; Szalai et al. 2019).
These works have been able to characterize the general
spectral line evolution from a couple days past explosion
through the nebular phase. The SN IIP SN 1999em
was particularly well studied allowing line identification
and analysis (Hamuy et al. 2001; Elmhamdi et al. 2003),
however, SNe II are diverse and thus SNe II in the NIR
have not been fully explored.
By modeling the NIR and optical spectra of SNe II,
Takáts et al. (2014) found that the 0.98−1.12µm region
contains a high-velocity (HV) helium feature on the blue
side of the Paschen gamma (Pγ) hydrogen absorption.
This feature, previously unconfirmed, mirrors the veloc-
ity of the HV hydrogen feature claimed in the optical by
Gutiérrez et al. (2017a).
In this paper we present the largest SNe II NIR dataset
published to date. The data were obtained between 2011
to 2015 as a part of the Carnegie Supernova Project-II
(CSP-II, e.g. Phillips et al. 2019); CSP-II was an NSF-
supported program to study Type Ia SNe as distance in-
dicators, that aimed to improve upon CSP-I (Hamuy et
al. 2006) by observing objects from untargeted searches
detected in the Hubble flow. CSP-II also worked to ob-
tain a large sample of SN Ia NIR spectra for studies in
cosmology and in their explosion physics (Hsiao et al.
2019). Furthermore, NIR spectra of all types of nearby
SNe were obtained as the current sample is small and
they are crucial for understanding the origins of these
explosions.
The sections of this paper are outlined as follows. Sec-
tion 2 is an overview of the data sample, including the
observation and reduction techniques used. In Section
3, we describe the process used for measuring various
photometric and spectroscopic properties. In Section 4,
we outline the NIR spectral features and their evolution
over time. In Section 5, properties of the NIR hydrogen
features are discussed. Section 6 describes the observed
NIR spectral dichotomy. In Section 7, we present the
results of a principal component analysis (PCA) on the
CSP-II SNe II dataset and corresponding NIR spectral
templates. The discussion of results and conclusions are
in Sections 8 and 9, respectively.
2. OBSERVATIONS AND SAMPLE
The CSP-II sample contains 92 NIR spectra of 32
SNe II. Figure 1 shows the phase of each NIR spec-
trum, as well as the distribution of number of spectra
taken per SN. NIR spectra were obtained with the Mag-
ellan Baade Telescope, equipped with the Folded-port
Infrared Echellette (FIRE; Simcoe et al. 2013), and with
the NASA Infrared Telescope Facility (IRTF), equipped
with SpeX (Rayner et al. 2003). The spectra were re-
duced and corrected for telluric absorption following the
procedures outlined in Hsiao et al. (2019). Spectra ob-
tained after 300 days are not included in this sample
because they are well into the nebular phase, giving a
total of 81 NIR spectra from 30 SNe II. See Table 1 for
a list of all SNe used, Table 2 for a log of the obser-
vations, and Figures 2-4 for all the spectroscopic data.
Spectra can be downloaded from the Web. 1 The high
throughput of FIRE allows us to recover enough counts
in the telluric regions to enable telluric corrections, such
as the Pα feature, to a precision of 10% or better in 70%
of our sample. Eleven SNe II have multi-epoch observa-
tions, and 14 have well-sampled light curves. Photom-
etry was obtained with the Las Campanas Observatory
Swope and du Pont telescopes. The observing strategy
and technique for the photometric data are described in
Phillips et al. (2019).
The sample ranges from redshift 0.002 to 0.037, with a
mean of 0.013 and median of 0.009. Table 3 lists the red-
shift and host galaxy for each SN II within the sample.
Host information obtained from the NASA/IPAC Ex-
tragalatic Database (NED)2, provides us with distance
estimates to each SN II. Table 4 lists both redshift-
independent and redshift-dependent distances. We use
the redshift-independent distance to calculate absolute
luminosity whenever possible. Our sample contains no
SNe IIn, SNe IIb, or SN 1987A-like objects.
For each SN II, the explosion date is assumed to be
the midpoint between the last non-detection and dis-
covery, while the uncertainty in the explosion date is
taken as half of the range between last non-detection
and the discovery date, a method adopted by Ander-
son et al. (2014); Gutiérrez et al. (2017a). Spectral
matching techniques are employed in order to constrain
the explosion date using the Supernova Identification
(SNID) code for each SN in the sample, even those with
a well constrained, less than 20 days before discovery,
last non-detection (Blondin, & Tonry 2007). The phases
obtained using SNID matches those from the last non-
detection method, without any obvious bias toward last
non-detection or discovery. It is assumed that there is
a flat prior in the phase distribution. SNID does not
have NIR templates, so all spectral matching was done
1 https://csp.obs.carnegiescience.edu/data
2 http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu
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Figure 1. Number of SNe II with time-series observations
(top panel), and number of NIR spectra at each epoch rel-
ative to explosion date (bottom panel). We do not consider
nebular phase spectra in this work.
in the optical with previously published data. Using
SNID with updated SN II templates has been shown to
be a valid method to constrain the explosion epoch (e.g.
Anderson et al. 2014; Gutiérrez et al. 2017a). When
using SNID, the explosion date is taken as the average
of the best matched spectra and the range is taken as
the error. Of the 30 SNe II, 13 have well-defined last
non-detections, 8 have explosion dates constrained with
SNID, 4 have poorly constrained last non-detections,
and 5 have no optical data and no available last non-
detection date.
3. MEASUREMENTS
3.1. Photometric measurements
Photometry is a valuable tool in characterizing SNe II,
allowing for comparisons between photometric and spec-
tral properties. V -band light curves have become the
standard in measuring photometric properties of SNe II
(e.g. Anderson et al. 2014; Valenti et al. 2016; Gutiérrez
et al. 2017b). We follow the methods of Anderson et al.
(2014) and Faran et al. (2014) for parameterizing the
V -band light curves of SNe II. For each light curve we
attempt to measure s1, s2, s3, Mmax, Mend, Mtail, t0,
ttran, tend, and tPT. Further discussion of the fitting
techniques used can be found in Appendix A.
For our sample we use a cutoff of s2 = 1.4 mag per 100
days, where s2 is the slope of the SN light curve during
the plateau phase, for the separation between slow and
fast declining SNe II. This number was chosen as it fol-
lows the division used in the literature to separate the
IIP and IIL classes (Dall’Ora et al. 2014; Valenti et al.
2015, 2016; Bose et al. 2016). It has been shown that
there is no clear distinction between slow and fast de-
clining SNe II when looking at the slope of the plateau
(Anderson et al. 2014; Gutiérrez et al. 2017b), however,
a division has been made for this sample in order to
compare spectral properties among the two photomet-
ric groups as a possible photometric separation has been
seen by Arcavi et al. (2012).
3.2. Spectroscopic Measurements
The expansion velocity and pseudo equivalent widths
(pEW) of the NIR hydrogen features were measured for
each SN II for which photometric properties can be ex-
tracted. Both velocity and pEW measurements were
performed by Gaussian fits to the absorption and emis-
sion features of each P Cygni profile. The region was
manually selected for each line. The continuum in the
selected region was estimated by a straight line. When
fitting a single feature a straight line approximation of
the continuum is often adequate. Localized blackbody
fits to the same region were prone to over or under es-
timating the continuum due to contaminating features.
Blackbody fits are also inaccurate past ∼ 2µm as free-
free emission dominates the continuum. The region se-
lected is then flattened by dividing the spectrum by the
continuum. The velocity is measured by fitting for the
minimum within the selected region. The pEW is mea-
sured via the method outlined in Folatelli (2004); Gar-
avini et al. (2007).
Each spectrum used for velocity and pEW measure-
ments has an error spectrum that represents our esti-
mates of the flux measurement error at each pixel. For
FIRE observations, the error spectra are the measured
dispersion of the flux from mutiple frames at each pixel
(Hsiao et al. 2019). For the rest of the observations, the
error spectra are estimated by assuming that the Gaus-
sian smoothed (2σ) spectra are the true spectral energy
distribution (SED) of the SNe without errors. The flux
errors are then taken as the standard deviation from the
idealized SED.
A simple Gausssian function is used to fit a feature in
order to determine the wavelengths of the feature min-
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Figure 2. Time evolution for all SNe II with two or more spectra from our sample, excluding SNe 2013gd and 2013hj which
are displayed in Figure 3. Grey shaded areas mark wavelengths that have high telluric absorption from the atmosphere. The
spectroscopic classification and photometric value s2 is listed for each SN, with the s2 error given in parentheses. Days since
explosion is provided on the right side of the spectra.
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ima and maxima. The resulting reduced χ2 is smaller
than 1 in all fits. This indicates that a Gaussian function
is not an accurate representation of the P-Cygni profile
shape and perhaps the flux errors were underestimated.
However, we consider this method adequate for the pur-
pose of determining the feature extrema. A conservative
velocity error is obtained by scaling the Gaussian fit er-
ror by the inverse of the reduced χ2. The diversity in
the parent population is not considered in this error.
The pEW of each absorption and emission feature
is directly measured by defining a straight-line contin-
uum, and integrating over the enclosed continuum re-
moved area, without assuming any functional form for
the shape of the feature. The errors in the measurement
of pEW were estimated via Monte Carlo, with realiza-
tions generated using the flux error spectra.
4. LINE IDENTIFICATIONS
SNe II as a whole are generally similar spectroscopi-
cally in the NIR. Using the spectral line identifications
from Branch (1987) and Meikle et al. (1989), we identify
the features and evolution over time of the SNe II within
our sample; see Figure 5.
4.1. Early Phase
Very early time spectra, less than 2 − 3 days post
explosion, exhibit few spectral lines, as can be seen in
the top spectrum of Figure 5, and can be well approxi-
mated by a blackbody Rayleigh-Jeans approximation in
the NIR. At around 10 days past explosion, the hydro-
gen Paschen series begins to emerge with Pγ λ1.094µm,
and Pβ λ1.282µm the first features seen.
4.2. Plateau Phase
As SNe II settle into the plateau phase ∼ 20 days past
explosion more features appear, see the middle spectrum
in Figure 5. The Ca II triplet is the strongest feature at
this phase. It initially just shows an absorption fea-
ture and develops a stronger P Cygni profile as time
passes. It is comprised of a blend of three Ca II lines:
two close together and one more prominent, located at
λλ0.854µm, 0.866µm, and 0.892µm, respectively. The
development of this feature is not uniform, with many
SNe II showing different line strengths.
The S I λ0.922µm feature shows up in the NIR around
30 days post explosion. The S I P Cygni profile strength-
ens over time in all SNe II.
Sr II λ1.004 and λ1.092µm are both blended with H I
features and cannot be resolved. Sr II λ1.033µm appears
in all SNe II but with a varied evolution with many SNe
not showing Sr II until after the plateau phase ends; how-
ever, there are SNe which show strong Sr II absorption
from Sr II λ1.033µm during the plateau. For these cases,
the feature can be seen as early as 20 days past explo-
sion, increasing in strength over time and becoming a
dominant feature in the SN spectrum.
Pδ λ1.005µm is one of the weaker hydrogen lines de-
tectable in SNe II NIR spectra. Blended with the Pδ fea-
ture is Sr II λ1.004µm that causes stronger line blend-
ing than is seen in the other hydrogen features. The
strength of the P Cygni profile does not increase as
quickly as other hydrogen features.
Pγ λ1.094µm is highly blended with He I λ1.083µm
and Sr II λ1.092µm. It has a very weak absorption, that
is only noticeable in most SNe towards the end of the
plateau as a notch on the red side of the He I absorption
component. The emission in this region is attributed
mostly to Pγ and evolves similarly to the other H I fea-
tures.
During the plateau the most prominent absorption
arises from He I λ1.083µm and has other possible contri-
butions from Sr II λ1.092µm and Pγ λ1.095µm. Since
other Sr II transitions in this region are weak, it is un-
likely that this absorption is dominated by Sr II. He I is
excited non-thermally and would only be seen if the 56Ni
was located close to the He region in the ejecta (Graham
1988). We note that this feature is not expected to have
a significant contribution from H I because no strong H I
absorption is present in the other Paschen series lines.
However, the emission of this P Cygni profile is most
likely to have contribution from Pγ , as strong emission
features are seen in other Paschen series lines.
A strong He I absorption profile with a weak emis-
sion component is present in the early optical spectra of
SNe II (Gutiérrez et al. 2017a). Thus in the NIR, we do
not expect He I to contribute a large amount of flux in
emission to this feature. It is also possible for the emis-
sion component to be shifted blueward by the absorption
of H I and Sr II. At 50 days past explosion, this P Cygni
profile consists of a blend comprised of He I, H I, and
Sr II, with He I λ1.083µm being the dominant contribu-
tor in absorption. Thus we will refer to this absorption
as He I for the remainder of this work. At later times,
as the photosphere recedes to the inner hydrogen-rich
region, we expect heavier elements to appear. Hence,
late contributions from C I and Si I are likely.
Around 50 days post explosion a dichotomy in the re-
gion around He I λ1.083µm appears. Figure 6 shows
two SNe which represent the dichotomy. SNe with more
prominent He I absorption show no other lines in this
region until later phases when a small absorption, com-
prised of Pγ and Sr II λ1.092µm appears on the red side
of the He I absorption. SNe with a shallower He I ab-
sorption show other features which are not seen in SNe
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 but for SNe 2013hj and 2013gd, the two most complete time series in the sample.
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Figure 5. Time series spectra of SN 2013hj with the dominant ions labeled. The number to the right of each spectrum denotes
the phase in days since explosion. The vertical lines mark the rest wavelength of each ion species. Regions of strong telluric
absorption are outlined in grey.
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that exhibit a deeper He I. The Pγ/Sr II absorption ap-
pears earlier in these SNe and an additional absorption
appears on the blue side of He I, hereafter feature A (Fig-
ure 6).
Feature A, if present, appears before the plateau and
is similar to the He I λ1.083µm transition at these early
times. During the plateau, feature A does not sig-
nificantly increase in strength compared to the other
absorption features in the spectrum and becomes less
prominent compared to He I absorption in the same re-
gion.
O I λ1.129µm appears on the red side of the Pγ emis-
sion towards the end of the plateau phase. Si I λ1.203µm
is also seen during this period and strengthens over time.
Pβ λ1.282µm is seen at the beginning of the plateau
and exhibits a symmetric P Cygni profile, that becomes
dominated by its emission feature with very little ab-
sorption. Towards the end of the plateau, the Pβ line
profile seems to widen, likely due to the presence of a Si
I multiplet in the region.
Pα λ1.875µm is seen early during the plateau, ap-
pearing predominately in emission. It may form earlier,
along with the other Paschen series lines; however, it is
located in a band of strong telluric absorption making
it difficult to study for most spectra. Looking at SNe II
with high signal-to-noise (S/N) ratios in this region, we
see that Pα increases in strength over time. In the same
band of telluric absorption, Pε λ0.954µm and the Brack-
ett series hydrogen line Bδ λ1.944µm appear around 30
days post explosion as weak emission features. These
lines originate from the same upper level and thus both
grow in strength with neither getting particularly strong
compared to the other hydrogen emission features seen.
Bγ λ2.165µm shows up around the same time as Pα
and cannot be resolved if the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)
of the spectrum is low, e.g., in some of the SN 2013gd
spectra. The absorption of Bγ is weak enough that it
can only be seen in the highest S/N spectra within the
sample. The emission is also weak when compared to
the Paschen-series.
4.3. Radioactive Decay Tail
After the plateau phase ends, we observe more metal
lines forming, mostly in emission, and the emission com-
ponent of all lines which formed during the plateau
strengthen.
[Fe II] λ1.279µm, Mg I λ1.503µm and [Fe I] λ1.980µm
emerge during the radioactive decay tail as weak emis-
sion features. Some SNe, e.g. SN 2013gd, do not show
significant Mg I emission at any time. He I λ2.058µm
appears as a weak absorption and does not appear in all
SNe II. This He I λ2.058µm transition should be highly
correlated with the He I λ1.083µm transition.
CO begins to appear after the plateau. The first CO
overtone appears largely as emission features around
2.3µm. The earliest detection in this data set is found in
the SN 2013by spectrum taken 95 days post explosion.
The CO feature becomes stronger over time, appearing
in more SNe II around 120 days post explosion. We find
CO in four SNe II within our sample, appearing in most
spectrum taken after 120 days post explosion.
Late time spectra with possible CO detections are
shown in Figure 7. Modeling and further analysis of
CO will be performed in future work.
5. FEATURE MEASUREMENTS
The NIR spectral features were measured as outlined
in Section 3.2 and are presented below. Figures 8 and
9 show the velocity and pEW evolution for the CSP-II
sample over time, respectively. Figures 8 and 9 present
the data split by s2 in order to search for any relation-
ships between photometric and NIR spectral properties.
He I λ1.083µm strengthens over time until nebular
phases and often has the highest absorption pEW, in-
creasing from 10 Å to ∼ 50 − 100 Å, in the NIR spec-
trum. There is a dichotomy seen in the He I pEW, SNe
well above 50 Å and those below 50 (Figure 9 top right
panel). The velocity of He I absorption decreases over
time, similar to the other spectral features, going from
∼ 11000 km s-1 at early times to ∼ 4000 km s-1 after
the plateau phase ends.
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Figure 7. Late time spectra zoomed in on the region where CO is expected, around 2.35µm. ASASSN14-gm and SN 2013gd
have the weakest CO features (if present at all) past 120 days post explosion seen in the CSP-II sample.
The velocity of the Pβ absorption at early and late
times is nearly uniform among the sample, however, dur-
ing the plateau there is a split in the velocities between
fast and slow decliners, ∼7500 km s-1 for fast declin-
ers and ∼4500 km s-1 for slow decliners. The absorp-
tion pEW increases from ∼ 1 − 2 Å to 10 Å during
the plateau. The emission pEW increases to over 100
Å during the plateau, becoming the second strongest
emission, behind Pα, during this period. The emission
velocities and absorption/emission pEWs show no cor-
relation with photometric subclass.
The absorption and emission equivalent widths of the
Pδ P Cygni profile do not increase as quickly as other
hydrogen features. With velocities around 11000 km s-1,
Pδ often has the lowest velocities of all present hydro-
gen features, especially in fast declining SNe where the
Pβ velocities are higher, at certain epochs, than in slow
declining SNe. The Pδ velocities are likely influenced by
the Sr II λ1.092µm blend causing them to be lower than
expected. The Pδ absorption pEW evolves much like Pβ
going from ∼ 1 − 2 Å to 10 Å during the plateau. The
emission pEW is uniform amongst the sample, evolving
linearly over time from ∼ 1 − 2 Å to 50 Å at 120 days
past explosion.
Feature A has the most inconsistent evolution, in ve-
locity and pEW, compared to other NIR features (Figure
10). This feature has been previously identified as either
Si I λ1.033µm or high-velocity He I λ1.083µm (Takáts et
al. 2014). The absence of other metal lines in the spectra
at similar times suggests that feature A is not Si I. Fur-
thermore, the timing of the feature also suggests it is not
Si as the photosphere is not expected to be in the metal
rich region or the inner region of the hydrogen-rich enve-
lope at these early epochs. Therefore, we conclude that
feature A is most likely high-velocity He I. If present in a
SN, it appears early, for example 7 days past explosion
in SN 2013gd, and does not change significantly over
time in pEW or velocity (Figure 11). The early onset
of the feature suggests that it was produced in the out-
ermost layer of the envelope. Unlike the photospheric
He I absorption, feature A does not appear at the same
wavelength in each SN, if it appears at all. It has a ve-
locity spread between objects of ∼ 4000 km s-1 at similar
epochs. This velocity spread assumes the feature is He I.
6. OBSERVED NIR DICHOTOMY
NIR spectra of SNe II are generally uniform showing
the same features with similar time evolution between
SNe. However, they exhibit a dichotomy of properties
that emerges around 50 days post explosion and lasts
until the end of the SN plateau phase. This is most
prominent in the region around He I λ1.083µm; a com-
parison between the two groups is shown schematically
in Figure 6. Therefore, we classified our sample of SNe II
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Figure 8. Evolution of the absorption and emission NIR velocitiy features of SNe II. The first column shows all of the CSP-II
data together. The last two columns show the data split by s2 value as defined in Section 3.1. Velocity measurements of He I
λ1.083µm are also included. The velocity evolution of the emission features is similar to what was seen by Anderson et al.
(2014). The fast declining SN 2013hj and slow declining SN 2013gd are represented by filled points.
based on this dichotomy and describe the differences be-
tween the two groups (weak and strong) below.
We define weak SNe II as those with He I λ1.083µm
absorption pEW less than 50 Å after 50 days from ex-
plosion and strong SNe II with He I pEW greater than
50 Å. This quantitative division was arbitrarily chosen
based on Figure 9. There are no SNe with intermedi-
ate pEW (50 − 75 Å) in our sample (histogram in the
top right panel of Figure 9 shows the pEW of each SN
interpolated to 75 days). Figure 11 shows all the SNe
in the sample that could be classified as weak or strong.
Although the pEW of He I was used to classify the two
groups, several other differences between the two groups
are also observed.
Weak SNe show an accompanying absorption feature,
feature A, on the blue side of He I, and strong SNe do
not. As discussed in Section 4.2, feature A is most likely
high velocity He I 1.083µm. Feature A always shows
up before photospheric He I 1.083µm, consistent with
the interpretation that feature A is HV He I. Weak SNe
show earlier notches arising from Pγ/Sr II absorption on
the blue side of the He I/H I emission, ∼20 days past
explosion. Strong SNe show the Pγ/Sr II absorption at ∼
40 days. Weak SNe tend to exhibit strong Sr II features
in the 1.0 − 1.1µm region sooner, ∼ 20 days. Strong
SNe may not show Sr II at all, e.g. SN 2013hj. Weak
SNe have a more layered velocity structure and decline
in velocity more quickly than strong SNe (Figure 8). CO
emission can be seen in strong SNe before 100 days past
explosion. Emission from the first CO overtone appears
at later times, past 120 days, in weak SNe, if seen at all.
In the optical, a small notch on the blue of the Hα ab-
sorption was interpreted as HV H I, after 30 days post
explosion, and its evolution is well-studied (Gutiérrez et
al. 2017a). Following Takáts et al. (2014), we compare
the evolution of these HV features in Figure 12 to de-
termine if the features are formed in the same region.
In our sample only one SN II shows both HV features:
SN 2012aw. However, this does not mean that the HV
H I is absent in all other SNe II, as it could be mixed
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Figure 9. Evolution of the absorption and emission pEW width of SNe II NIR features over time. Included are pEW
measurements of He I λ1.083µm. There is a stark contrast between slow and fast declining SNe II with regards to He I
absorption pEW. The emission pEW also splits with ASASSN-15bb being the sole slow declining SN II lying with the fast
declining SNe II curve. The fast declining SN 2013hj and slow declining SN 2013gd are represented by filled circles. SNe not
from CSP-II are plotted as open triangles. The vertical black lines drawn in the upper right panel represent the time in which
a SN II with s2 = 1.4 should be in its plateau phase, when a NIR classification can be made. The histograms show how many
SNe lie between 50 and 100 days past explosion. SNe not from CSP-II are plotted with hatched patterns in the histograms.
The histogram shows all data between 50 − 100 days interpolated to 75 days.
into Hα as suggested by Chugai et al. (2007). H I is also
easier to excite than He I, which could explain the higher
incidence of HV H I in the optical. It is possible for a SN
to show a feature which looks similar to HV H I and no
NIR HV counterpart, e.g. SN 2013ej. The absorption
on the blue side of Hα in the optical may also be due to
Si II as suggested by Valenti et al. (2014) for SN 2013ej.
When these HV components appear in the same SNe,
their velocities match, e.g. SN 2012aw with HV H I and
HV He I both around 14000 km s-1.
The NIR spectroscopic classification of weak and
strong are found to have a one-to-one correspondence
with the IIP and IIL subclasses, based on the decline
rate s2. For the SNe in our sample where we can de-
termine a photometric classification (5 slow decliners
and 4 fast decliners), all slow decliners are weak and all
fast decliners are strong. When we include all of the
previously published data that can be spectroscopically
classified, either by pEW measurements or by the line
profiles in the region around He I λ1.083µm (8 slow de-
cliners and 2 fast decliners), we find only one exception
to the rule, SN 2012A (Tomasella et al. 2013). Look-
ing at NIR spectra, the strong dichotomy suggests that
fast declining and slow declining SNe II are two distinct
groups of objects, at least phenomenologically; whereas
when viewed in the optical, these objects appear to
have a continuous range of photometric and spectro-
scopic properties (Anderson et al. 2014; Gutiérrez et
al. 2017a,b; Pessi et al. 2019). A Silverman model (Sil-
verman 1981) was used to create s2 probability density
functions (PDF) for both the CSP-II and Gutiérrez et
al. (2017b) photometric samples. A Silverman model
assumes that each point can be represented by a Gaus-
sian profile. These profiles can then be added together
and normalized to create a PDF of the dataset. A PDF
was made using the error from each s2 measurement,
however, for the majority of measurements this error is
small compared to the s2 value and produces a PDF
that over-estimates the number of measurement modes.
Thus, each point in the Silverman model is assigned the
same kernel density that was chosen using the critical
width function of Silverman (1981). The resulting PDFs
of the two samples are similar despite the small num-
14 Davis et al.
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λ1.083µm absorption for each SN in which both profiles are
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km s-1. Feature A is most likely HV He I.
bers of the CSP-II sample, suggesting that the CSP-II
sample is not photometrically biased.
7. PRINCIPLE COMPONENT ANALYSIS
To further test the validity of the dichotomy observed
in the NIR spectra of SNe II, we performed a principal
component analysis (PCA) on a selection of data within
our sample. PCA has been applied in a variety of astro-
nomical research previously (e.g. Suzuki 2006; Hsiao et
al. 2007) to recognize patterns in the data and as a tool
for creating spectral templates. PCA reduces the di-
mensionality of a multi-dimensional data set, such that
a large fraction of the variance in the data is captured
in a few principal components.
We require that each input spectrum for PCA have a
S/N of at least 50 in the telluric regions, 1.35− 1.45µm
and 1.80−2.00µm, as PCA is susceptible to noise spikes.
The zeroth principal component makes up ∼50% of the
total variance of the spectrum, as shown in Figure 13.
This component describes the slope, line strength, and
velocity over time of the SNe II, suggesting these spec-
tral properties are all correlated. There is a strong corre-
lation between the projections of observed spectra onto
the zeroth principle component and phase, as expected,
since the line strengths of most features increase with
time. The first component picks out ∼ 31% of the vari-
ance and shows further color and calcium changes when
the region around He I λ1.083µm is uniform. The second
component makes up ∼ 6% of the total variance and is
of particular interest as it picks out the difference in this
region between weak and strong SNe II. The dichotomy
of the region around He I λ1.083µm motivated splitting
the sample into two templates and further supports the
two distinct groups outlined in Section 6.
Cosmological studies using both Type II and Type Ia
SNe are pushing into the NIR to minimize the effect of
dust extinction (e.g. Rodŕıguez et al. 2019), and rep-
resentative spectral templates of all types of SNe are
crucial for future SN cosmological experiments. The
two spectral templates are split by classification of weak
and strong He I λ1.083µm absorption and are created
by polynomial fitting to the projections over time. The
resulting strong and weak templates are plotted, with
different colors representing differents epochs, in Figure
14. We conclude that slow declining SNe II (convention-
ally IIP) are best represented by the weak spectral tem-
plate while the strong template better fits fast declining
SNe II (conventionally IIL). Our template spectra can
be found on the Web.3
8. DISCUSSION
Due to the homogeneity of the hydrogen rich envelope,
the difference in spectral features between fast and slow
declining SNe II most likely comes from explosion en-
ergy and temperature changes (Hoeflich 1988; Takeda
1990; Duschinger et al. 1995; Gerardy et al. 2000). The
light curves are powered by the energy stored by the
hydrodynamical shell during the early phase, the heat-
ing by radioactive decay of 56Co →56 Ni →56 Fe, and
the recombination energy. During the plateau phase,
the opacity drops by several orders of magnitude from
the outer recombined layers above the photosphere to
the inner ionized layers. The release of stored energy
and the recombination of hydrogen powers the plateau
phase (Chieffi et al. 2003). The luminosity drops when
the recombination front reaches the inner edge of the
hydrogen-rich layers. The total energy released and the
duration of the plateau decreases with the total hydro-
gen mass and, eventually, marks the transition from slow
declining SNe II with long plateaus to fast declining
SN II; however, explosion energy likely plays a signifi-
cant role (Popov 1993). With increasing hydrogen-mass,
the C/O-rich layers are exposed later. This may explain
why in SNe II weak we see later emission from the first
3 https://csp.obs.carnegiescience.edu/data
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Figure 11. All SNe from the CSP-II sample that could be classified as either strong or weak. Weak SNe are plotted in red and
strong SNe are plotted in blue. Ion names mark the most likely dominant species for each absorption feature. The weak SNe
exhibit a range of strength and velocity evolutions within the subclass, however, can still be defined by weak He I absorption
and the presence of feature A. Feature A is most likely HV He I.
overtone of the CO band (Gerardy et al. 2000; Smith et
al. 2001; Matsuura 2017; Banerjee et al. 2018), pointing
to a mass sequence.
Progenitors of slow declining SNe II have been inter-
preted to have lower zero-age main sequence mass than
those of fast declining SNe II, as they have retained
much of their hydrogen envelope (Heger et al. 2000).
Alternatively, Morozova et al. (2017, 2018) suggest that
SNe IIL may be the result of a RSG surrounded by dense
circumstellar material. If SNe IIL have lost some of their
hydrogen envelope, the process in which they lose this
mass is uncertain. We cannot make a distinction in this
work between SNe which have lost some of their hydro-
gen envelope by wind or a common envelope phase.
The longer lifetime of presumably lower mass progen-
itors of the slower declining SNe II leading up to the
explosion allows more s-process elements, such as Sr, to
be produced, providing a possible explanation for the
Sr II lines observed mostly in the SNe II weak class
(Limongi et al. 2000). However, we see no correlation
with spectral type and progenitor mass, determined us-
ing pre-explosion images, for those SNe within our sam-
ple and the sample of Smartt (2015), possibly due to the
large uncertainty in mass.
The mixing of 56Ni to high velocities could explain
the pEW difference between SNe II weak and strong.
The presence of He I requires high energy non-thermal
photons close to the He layer Graham (1988). This can
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only be achieved by gamma rays produced from the ra-
dioactive decay of 56Ni.
Multiple scenarios exist to explain the HV features in
the spectral weak class. The most likely explanation is
from thermal excitation produced by a reverse shock as
a result of the interaction between the SN ejecta and
wind (Chugai et al. 2007), in which H and He are ex-
cited by X-rays, with the HV H possibly mixed into Hα
and HV He present in the NIR. Alternatively, Dessart, &
Hillier (2008) suggest a radiation transport effect in lay-
ers with certain density slopes where hot, high-density
inner layers and low-density outer layers with long re-
combination times are separated by a region of low exci-
tation common to all SNe II. However, this theory does
not explain why these weak features are not seen in fast
declining SNe II. Moreover, the models of Dessart, &
Hillier (2008) predict He I showing up first and vanish-
ing after ∼ 20 days, in contradiction to the observations.
Thus we believe the HV features seen are powered by a
shock.
9. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented 81 NIR spectra of 30 SNe II ob-
served between 2011 and 2015 as part of the CSP-II.
The spectra range between 1 and 150 days post explo-
sion. Using V -band light curves, photometric properties
were measured for 14 SNe within the sample. The evo-
lution of NIR spectral features was outlined and for the
most dominant features, pEW and velocities were sys-
tematically measured.
There is a strong dichotomy in the NIR spectral fea-
tures of SNe II, and it is the most prominent in the
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features around He I λ1.083µm. Thus, we presented
spectral classifications based on the strength of this fea-
ture: strong and weak SNe II. Characteristics of the two
classes are outlined as follows:
• Weak SNe show an accompanying absorption fea-
ture on the blue side of the He I λ1.083µm, feature
A, which we interpret as a HV component of the
same He I line, and strong SNe do not. The HV
He I line always has an earlier onset then the pho-
tospheric He I λ1.083µm absorption feature.
• Weak SNe show earlier absorption, ∼ 20 days past
explosion, from Pγ/Sr II than strong SNe. Strong
SNe show this feature at ∼ 40 days.
• Weak SNe more often exhibit Sr II features in the
1.0− 1.1µm region.
• Strong SNe can form the first overtone of CO at
earlier times, less than 100 days. Weak SNe have
later formation of CO, past 120 days.
We found that these spectral classifications of strong
and weak SNe correspond to the plateau decline rate:
slow declining SNe II (IIP) are weak and fast declining
SNe II (IIL) are strong. This a somewhat surprising
result given the previous research showing a continuum
in optical light curves and spectroscopic features. The
HV He I feature seen is most likely due to a reverse shock
as explained in Chugai et al. (2007). However, this does
not explain the dichotomy. PCA was performed on the
spectra which further confirmed the observed dichotomy
that represented ∼ 6% of the spectroscopic variance.
Finally, using PCA, two spectral templates for SNe II
were created, SNe weak and strong. These templates are
crucial for cosmological studies using SNe II.
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Table 2. Log of NIR observations
SN UT Date JD Phase Instrument Telescope S/N
ASASSN-13dn 2014-02-22 2456711 143.5 FIRE Baade 113
ASASSN-14gm 2014-09-03 2456904 0.0 FIRE Baade 129
2014-09-23 2456924 21.0 SpeX IRTF 99
2014-12-14 2457006 102.0 FIRE Baade 101
2015-01-05 2457028 124.0 FIRE Baade 35
ASASSN-14jb 2014-11-05 2456967 20.0 FIRE Baade 111
ASASSN-15bb 2015-01-28 2457051 13.8 FIRE Baade 375
2015-03-07 2457089 51.8 FIRE Baade 109
2015-04-07 2457120 82.8 FIRE Baade 109
2015-04-12 2457125 87.8 FIRE Baade 53
2015-06-02 2457176 138.8 FIRE Baade 43
ASASSN-15fz 2015-04-02 2457115 4.0 FIRE Baade 142
2015-04-07 2457120 9.0 FIRE Baade 155
ASASSN-15jp 2015-06-02 2457176 14.0 FIRE Baade 310
CATA13A 2013-12-09 2456636 111.5 FIRE Baade 71
KISS14J 2014-02-27 2456716 15.5 FIRE Baade 44
LSQ12bri 2012-04-08 2456026 3.0 FIRE Baade 107
LSQ12dcl 2012-06-26 2456105 2.5 FIRE Baade 69
LSQ13dpa 2013-12-20 2456647 4.8 FIRE Baade 60
LSQ15ok 2015-03-07 2457089 17.0 FIRE Baade 102
iPTF13dqy 2013-11-14 2456611 39.5 FIRE Baade 69
iPTF13dzb 2013-11-20 2456617 13.0 FIRE Baade 54
SN 2012A 2012-01-15 2455942 13.2 FIRE Baade 589
SN 2012aw 2012-04-08 2456026 23.5 FIRE Baade 155
2012-04-11 2456029 26.5 FIRE Baade 259
2012-04-19 2456037 34.5 FIRE Baade 173
2012-04-30 2456048 45.5 FIRE Baade 135
2012-05-07 2456055 52.5 FIRE Baade 124
SN 2012hs 2013-01-06 2456299 24.8 FIRE Baade 56
SN 2013ab 2013-02-28 2456352 12.8 FIRE Baade 172
2013-03-20 2456372 32.8 FIRE Baade 186
2013-05-19 2456432 92.8 FIRE Baade 92
SN 2013ai 2013-03-20 2456372 24.0 FIRE Baade 150
SN 2013by 2013-04-24 2456407 3.0 FIRE Baade 318
2013-05-22 2456435 31.0 FIRE Baade 121
2013-07-29 2456503 99.0 FIRE Baade 54
SN 2013ej 2013-07-29 2456503 5.8 FIRE Baade 573
2013-09-11 2456547 49.8 SpeX IRTF 231
2013-10-25 2456591 93.8 FIRE Baade 50
Table 2 continued
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Table 2 (continued)
SN UT Date JD Phase Instrument Telescope S/N
2013-11-14 2456611 113.8 FIRE Baade 29
2013-12-14 2456641 143.8 FIRE Baade 96
SN 2013gd 2013-11-14 2456611 7.8 FIRE Baade 105
2013-11-30 2456627 23.8 FIRE Baade 283
2013-12-09 2456636 32.8 FIRE Baade 102
2013-12-14 2456641 37.8 FIRE Baade 110
2013-12-20 2456647 43.8 FIRE Baade 139
2013-12-27 2456654 50.8 FIRE Baade 57
2014-01-01 2456659 55.8 FIRE Baade 182
2014-01-09 2456667 63.8 FIRE Baade 76
2014-01-14 2456672 68.8 FIRE Baade 41
2014-02-08 2456697 93.8 FIRE Baade 45
2014-02-27 2456716 112.8 FIRE Baade 68
2014-03-18 2456735 131.8 FIRE Baade 27
SN 2013gu 2013-12-09 2456636 3.5 FIRE Baade 234
2013-12-14 2456641 8.5 FIRE Baade 90
2013-12-20 2456647 14.5 FIRE Baade 96
2013-12-27 2456654 21.5 FIRE Baade 84
2014-01-09 2456667 34.5 FIRE Baade 68
2014-01-14 2456672 39.5 FIRE Baade 42
SN 2013hj 2013-12-14 2456641 4.0 FIRE Baade 305
2013-12-20 2456647 10.0 FIRE Baade 366
2013-12-27 2456654 17.0 FIRE Baade 219
2014-01-01 2456659 22.0 FIRE Baade 205
2014-01-09 2456667 30.0 FIRE Baade 93
2014-02-08 2456697 60.0 FIRE Baade 267
2014-02-15 2456704 67.0 FIRE Baade 107
2014-02-22 2456711 74.0 FIRE Baade 161
2014-02-27 2456716 79.0 FIRE Baade 95
2014-03-10 2456727 90.0 FIRE Baade 154
2014-03-25 2456742 105.0 FIRE Baade 64
2014-04-23 2456771 134.0 FIRE Baade 39
SN 2013ht 2014-01-01 2456659 1.5 FIRE Baade 62
SN 2014A 2014-01-02 2456660 45.5 FIRE Baade 77
SN 2014bt 2014-06-06 2456815 5.5 FIRE Baade 226
2014-07-10 2456849 39.5 FIRE Baade 334
SN 2014cw 2014-09-03 2456904 33.2 FIRE Baade 130
SN 2014cy 2014-09-03 2456904 12.0 FIRE Baade 119
SN 2014dw 2014-12-14 2457006 38.5 FIRE Baade 65
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Table 3. Supernova Host Galaxies
Name Redshift RA Dec Host Galaxy
ASASSN-13dn 0.023 12:52:58.39 +32:25:05.60 SDSS J125258.03+322444.3
ASASSN-14gm 0.006 00:59:47.83 −07:34:19.30 NGC 337
ASASSN-14jb 0.006 22:23:16.12 −28:58:30.78 ESO 467-G051
ASASSN-15bb 0.016 13:01:06.38 −36:36:00.17 ESO 381-IG048
ASASSN-15fz 0.017 13:35:25.14 +01:24:33.00 NGC 5227
ASASSN-15jp 0.010 10:11:38.99 −31:39:04.04 NGC 3157
CATA13A 0.035 06:25:10.07 −37:20:41.30 ESO 365-G16
KISS14J 0.018 11:14:52.16 +19:27:17.80 NGC 3859
LSQ12bri 0.030 13:35:48.35 −21:23:53.47 Unknown
LSQ12dcl 0.031 00:13:43.35 −00:27:58.38 SDSS J001343.81-002735.7
LSQ13dpa 0.024 11:01:12.91 −5:50:52.57 LCSB S1492O
LSQ15ok 0.014 10:49:16.67 −19:38:26.01 ESO 569-G12
iPTF13dqy 0.012 23:19:44.70 +10:11:04.40 NGC 7610
iPFT13dzb 0.037 03:10:50.20 −00:21:40.30 2MASX J03104933-0021256
SN 2012A 0.003 10:25:07.38 +17:09:14.60 NGC 3239
SN 2012aw 0.003 10:43:53.72 +11:40:17.70 M95
SN 2012hs 0.006 09:49:14.71 −47:54:45.60 ESO 213-2
SN 2013ab 0.005 14:32:44.49 +09:53:12.30 NGC 5669
SN 2013ai 0.009 06:16:18.35 −21:22:32.90 NGC 2207
SN 2013by 0.004 16:59:02.43 −60:11:41.80 ESO 138-G10
SN 2013ej 0.002 01:36:48.16 +15:45:31.00 M74
SN 2013gd 0.013 03:49:05.64 −03:03:28.30 MCG-01-10-039
SN 2013gu 0.018 01:46:38.27 +04:13:24.40 SDSS J014638.24+041333.3
SN 2013hj 0.007 09:12:06.29 −15:25:46.00 MCG -02-24-003
SN 2013ht 0.028 10:55:50.95 −09:51:42.40 MCG -02-28-21
SN 2014A 0.006 13:16:59.36 −16:37:57.00 NGC 5054
SN 2014bt 0.016 21:43:11.13 −38:58:05.80 IC 5128
SN 2014cw 0.009 22:15:26.55 −10:28:34.60 PGC 68414
SN 2014cy 0.006 23:44:16.03 +10:46:12.50 NGC 7742
SN 2014dw 0.008 11:10:48.41 −37:27:02.20 NGC 3568
APPENDIX
A. LIGHT CURVES
For early epochs and plateau phase, a four-parameter fit is applied to determine the decline rates (s1 and s2), the
transition epoch between the two decline rates (ttrans), and the magnitude offset of the light curve. Fitting is also
performed with multiple linear three parameter functions in order to determine if the light curve has two distinct
early time decline phases characterized by multiple slopes. Bayesian Information Criterion (Schwarz 1978) was used to
determine the goodness of fit between the three and four-parameter models. A linear fit is also applied to determine the
radioactive decay tail slope, s3, if sufficient photometric data past the plateau exists. The midpoint time of transition,
tPT between the plateau and linear decline phases is obtained through fitting the light curves with an eight-parameter
fit function from Olivares E. et al. (2010),
F (t) =
−a0
1 + e(t−tPT )/w0
+ p0(t− tPT ) +m0 − Pe−(
t−Q
R )
2
, (A1)
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Table 4. Supernova Distances
SN Redshift Redshift Independent Method Reference
Distance Modulus Distance Modulus
ASASSN-13dn 34.98 (0.09) - - -
ASASSN-14gm 31.63 (0.43) 31.38 (0.20) Tully-Fisher Tully et al. (2013)
ASASSN-14jb 32.03 (0.36) 30.89 (0.32) Tully-Fisher Mathewson et al. (1992)
ASASSN-15bb 34.18 (0.14) - - -
ASASSN-15fz 34.31 (0.13) - - -
ASASSN-15jp 32.91 (0.24) 33.26 (0.13) Tully-Fisher Springob et al. (2014)
CATA13A 35.91 (0.06) - - -
KISS14J 34.43 (0.12) 35.03 (0.08) Tully-Fisher Springob et al. (2014)
LSQ12bri 35.56 (0.07) - - -
LSQ12dcl 35.64 (0.07) - - -
LSQ13dpa 34.98 (0.09) - - -
LSQ15ok 33.88 (0.16) - - -
iPTF13dqy 33.54 (0.18) 33.51 (0.10) Tully-Fisher Springob et al. (2014)
iPFT13dzb 36.03 (0.06) 37.35 (0.94) FP Springob et al. (2014)
SN 2012A 30.52 (0.72) - - -
SN 2012aw 30.00 (0.09) 30.10 (0.06) Cepheids Freedman et al. (2001)
SN 2012hs 32.03 (0.36) - - -
SN 2013ab 31.63 (0.43) - - -
SN 2013ai 32.91 (0.24) 32.99 (0.30) SNIa Arnett (1982)
SN 2013by 31.15 (0.54) 30.84 (0.80) Tully-Fisher Tully, & Fisher (1988)
SN 2013ej 29.64 (1.09) 30.04 (0.03) TRGB Jang, & Lee (2014)
SN 2013gd 33.72 (0.17) - - -
SN 2013gu 34.43 (0.12) - - -
SN 2013hj 32.37 (0.31) 31.94 (0.80) Tully-Fisher Makarov et al. (2014)
SN 2013ht 35.41 (0.07) - - -
SN 2014A 32.03 (0.36) 31.30 (0.20) Tully-Fisher Tully et al. (2013)
SN 2014bt 34.15 (0.14) - - -
SN 2014cw 32.91 (0.24) - - -
SN 2014cy 32.03 (0.36) 31.73 (0.80) Tully-Fisher Tully, & Fisher (1988)
SN 2014dw 32.66 (0.27) 32.63 (0.10) Sosies Terry et al. (2002)
Note—Assuming H0 = 71,Ωm = 0.27,Ω = 0.73, and that each has a peculiar velocity of 300 km s
-1.
The distance modulus error is given in parenthesis.
where tPT corresponds to the midpoint of transition between plateau and radioactive tail, and m0 is the zero point
magnitude at the transition time. The first term is a Fermi-Dirac function that describes the transition between
plateau and linear decline phases. The second term and zero point magnitude, m0, describe the radioactive tail of
the light curve and offset the fit, respectively. The last term is a Gaussian that describes the shape of the light curve
during the plateau. Figures A.2 and A.3 show the CSP-II V -band light curves, as well as other light curves from the
literature. Results of the fitting are listed in Table A.1.
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Table 5. Previously published supernova classifications.
Name Photometric s2 NIR Spectroscopic Publication
Classification (mag 100 days-1) Classification
SN 1997D - - Weak Benetti et al. (2001)
SN 1999em IIP 0.37 (0.02) - Hamuy et al. (2001), Elmhamdi et al. (2003)
SN 2002hh IIP 0.73 (0.18) - Pozzo et al. (2006)
SN 2004et IIP 0.93 (0.15) - Maguire et al. (2010)
SN 2005cs IIP 0.43 (0.12) Weak Pastorello et al. (2009)
SN 2008in IIP 0.89 (0.03) Weak Takáts et al. (2014)
SN 2009N IIP 0.90 (0.22) Weak Takáts et al. (2014)
SN 2009ib IIP 0.27 (0.07) Weak Takáts et al. (2015)
SN 2009md IIP - Weak Fraser et al. (2011)
SN 2012A IIP 0.94 (0.09) Strong Tomasella et al. (2013)
SN 2012aw IIP 1.27 (0.07) Weak Dall’Ora et al. (2014), Jerkstrand et al. (2014)
SN 2013by IIL 2.80 (0.01) Strong Valenti et al. (2015)
SN 2013ej IIL 2.34 (0.79) Strong Valenti et al. (2014)
ASASSN-15oz IIL - Strong Bostroem et al. (2019)
SN 2016ija IIL 2.39 (0.38) Strong Tartaglia et al. (2018)
SN 2017eaw IIP 0.74 (0.15) Weak Rho et al. (2018)
SN 2017gmr IIP - Weak Andrews et al. (2019)
Note—SN 2008in, SN 2009md, and SN 2012A were spectroscopically classified based on the features present in their
published spectra, not a pEW measurement, as their data is not publicly accessible. A value of s2 cannot be measured
for SN 2009md and ASASSN-15oz as they have no publicly available photometry, thus their photometric classification is
taken from their respective publications. SN 1997D has sparse photometric coverage and an uncertain explosion date so
no value of s2 can be measured.
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Figure A.1. All Milky Way extinction corrected V -band light curve data plotted together in absolute magnitude. Errors are
shown for each data point, unless smaller than the symbol. Open symbols represent data gathered from previously published
work. The inset shows an example light fit with the parameters outlined in the text.
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Figure A.2. Milky Way extinction corrected V -band light curves that were measured. Black dots are data from CSP-II, and
grey triangles represent previously published data. Red ticks at the bottom of each panel represent the epoch of NIR spectra
taken. The optical data is taken from previously published data.
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Figure A.3. Figure A.2 continued.
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